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OLGA SORENSEN

Olga Sorensen (Sweitzer) was born shortly before the turn of the century in Copenhagen, Denmark, coming to this country with her family as a girl of five. She attended the Rockwell School in Cleveland and accepted her first employment with the National Carbon Company.

In 1922 Miss Sorensen became Registrar of the Cleveland Law School, one of the constituent schools forming the Cleveland Marshall Law School. In the same year she was appointed secretary to Judge Willis Vickery, then Dean of the Cleveland Law School. In 1930 Miss Sorensen married Charles J. Sweitzer and the couple lived happily together until his death in 1945.

In the 33 years of her association with the school, Miss Sorensen's service has been characterized by a continued willingness to lend a helping hand when needed. Her devotion to the school is evidenced by her interest in every student and alumnus, and her avid following of their accomplishments, both during their student years and subsequent to their graduation. Unselfish of her time and boundless energy, she accomplishes her duties as registrar and treasurer of the Cleveland Marshall Law School in a manner which permits the most efficient administration of the school and has endeared her to alumni, faculty, and students alike.